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Roger Quilter and Cyril Scott are two outstand-
ing members of a group of English composers that met
each other while studying at the Frankfurt
Conservatorium in the 1890’s.  Roger Quilter became
best known for his meltingly beautiful songs, rightly
putting him in the first class of English song composers.
Cyril Scott had extremely wide ranging interests not
only in music but in symbolist poets, theosophy, eastern
religion and alternative medicine.  He was also well
known (in some ways better known) for his sometimes
controversial writings.

Quilter and Scott rebelled to different degrees
against the Bach-Beethoven-Brahms-Wagner Germanic
line that was likely their daily diet in conservatory
classes.  They were attracted to the competing currents in
contemporary music, including French impressionism,
unusual modes and irregular and changing time signa-
tures.  Independently wealthy from his family, although
battling illness for most of his life, Quilter became the
quintessential miniaturist, never writing in large forms.
Scott also wrote enormous quantities of short pieces of
widely varying quality for which he became best known.
His best work is often in his larger works, which un-
fortunately have been unjustly neglected.  These com-
posers were somewhat eclipsed in their later lives by the
next generation of composers which became active fol-
lowing the First World War.  Their styles bear the mark
of the pre-war world in some ways and they began to be
seen as dated.  Now the passage of time allows for a
reappraisal of their work which I believe will show that
their best music has much worth and depth giving them
a place as the true pioneers in British music.

Quilter’s piano music is much less known than
his songs, sharing their elegance and delicacy, but also
showing more influence of the impressionist composers,
particularly Debussy.  The piano music is more demand-
ing of the player than the song accompaniments; Quilter
being very careful to not overtax the potentially limited
abilities of amateur accompanists.  The Three Studies are
early works and show the influence of Brahms in their

romanticism although a bit of Faure and early Debussy
enticingly creeps into the 3rd study with its parallel
augmented chords.

The Three Pieces are more mature works showing
many Debussian features.  Dance in the Twilight recalls
the feeling of La Plus que Lent and was dedicated to
Luigino Franchetti, probably one of Quilter’s beaus.
Summer Evening was dedicated to a friend of Quilter’s
who had recently passed away and left a touching letter
expressing peace and acceptance.  Certainly Delius may
also be heard in this wonderfully evocative music.
Country Fair is the most virtuosic of Quilter’s piano
music, its robust dance rhythms and chaotic activity a
world away from the politeness of his song accompani-
ments.

The Two Impressions were tellingly dedicated to
Percy Grainger, great pianist and the most famous of the
English students in Frankfurt.  Quilter seems to save his
best work out of respect for his friend.  In a Gondola
beautifully portrays the lazy movements of a boat and
seems to have a certain wistfulness for a long vanished
age of repose and elegance.  Lanterns uses the pentatonic
mode and spirited rhythms to evoke Chinese lanterns
and the graceful movements of dancers.

The Four Country Pieces are more nostalgic in
nature and look farther backward in style; they are
nonetheless very charming.  They sound quite a bit like
Grieg; Goblins seems like a polite version of Grieg’s
ever popular March of the Dwarves.  They were dedi-
cated to Quilter’s music teacher as a young child and
owe much more to the German tradition of simple char-
acter pieces.

Scott’s piano music is more eclectic than Quilter’s
but still shows influences of impressionism.  In addi-
tion to that, a strong feature of Scott’s style is irregular
time signatures formed by adding on partial beats onto
a regular measure.  The Second Sonata, in addition to
Scriabin, sounds like Berg in some places – expression-
ism and impressionism sharing space in a fascinating
style.  Scott has the ability to meld all this eclecticism

into a cohesive style in his best pieces.
Carillon is an inventive piece which recalls

Grieg’s Bell Ringing (one of his Lyric Pieces) more than
the bell pieces of the French Impressionists.  Parallel
chords with prominent fourths and fifths coupled with a
lively tempo and obstinate rhythm create a raucous and
clangorous impression rather than the more dreamy treat-
ments of Debussy and Ravel.

One of the most popular of Cyril Scott’s piano
works, Rainbow Trout is a much more interesting and
forward looking piece than its parlour-music title would
suggest.  The opening perfectly conjures up a tranquil
and watery scene but with a certain feeling of submerged
activity.  Scott has an uncanny feel for evoking the
sudden movements of the fish and the flashing of its
colors.  A section marked ‘wistfully’ near the end could
be the fisherman; frustrated in his futile efforts to catch it.
The piece dies away on a completely unexpected chord
as the fish finally disappears under the surface for good.
The use of Scriabin’s “mystic chord” (quoted almost
note for note) gives the fish an almost mythical and
otherworldly character.

Often the mark of a fine composer is how well their
style is represented in music for children.  Zoo is a
worthy example in the great line of pedagogical pieces
from Bach, Schumann and Tchaikovsky to Bartok and
Stravinsky.  Scott’s fondness for parallel chords gives a
fine effect in The Elephant, The Bear and especially in
the slinky, closely voiced chords in The Snake.  His gift
for expressing the sudden and unpredictable movements
of animals shines in The Squirrel and The Monkey.  The
Tortoise sings his plodding dirge followed by The
Rhinoceros which would be a delight to a child fond of
pounding on the keys!

Cyril Scott’s large works generally have a seri-
ousness and depth that a cursory look at his short
character pieces would not suggest.  The Second Sonata
exhibits all the hallmarks of Scott’s style: irregular time
signatures formed by the addition of partial beats onto a

regular measure, complex chromatic harmonies and a
sense of form rhapsodic in impression, yet tightly
controlled.  This is the only one of Scott’s sonatas in
one movement, suggesting the influence of late
Scriabin, particularly in its combination of lucid so-
nata form and mystical material.  Chromatic harmonies
using higher partials (ninth, eleventh and thirteenths),
chord voicings emphasizing fourths and its
otherworldly moods confirm the influence of Scriabin.
Since Scriabin’s style was somewhat out of favor (at
least outside the USSR) in the 1930’s the sonata was
seldom performed although it was dedicated to the
great pianist Walter Gieseking.  Hopefully now that
Scriabin’s style is better appreciated this work will
receive the recognition it deserves.

The sonata features two basic ideas: the first one
has large downward and upward leaps giving it an
arching and heroic guise.  It is immediately heard
again in a completely different setting marked moderato
con poesia over a murmuring accompaniment.  This
thematic transformation process with its Wagnerian
roots suggests that Scott did not completely reject the
Germanic style that the Frankfurt group rebelled
against.  The second idea, stated after a tense buildup
answered by a shower of fourths down the keyboard,
is chromatic and snakelike; suggesting some mystical
incantation surrounded by a swirling cloud of in-
cense.  This incantation rises in intensity and ends the
exposition section of the sonata.  The development
juxtaposes these elements in an enormous variety of
harmonizations and accompaniments that gradually
swirl to a wild climax.  After a very langorous and
Scriabinesque section the recapitulation states the
opening idea with its two personalities reversed.  The
second idea returns in an apotheosis marked estatico
which gradually builds to close the work.  Here is
where Scott and Scriabin part company; while Scriabin
ends his late sonatas disappearing into oblivion, Scott
finishes in a more traditional heroic manner.
— Clipper Erickson
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